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THOUGHTS ON THE "STILL GENERATION" AND THE HISTORY OF ARTISTS' BOOKS 

Kayla Anderson 

In the catalogue for Easternsports (2014), 
a two-and-a-half-hour narrative video 
installation by Alex Da Corte and Jayson 
Musson, curator Kate Kraczon describes 
the artists as part of "the 'still' generation." 
Kraczon proposes this term as a contempo
rary extension of what video artist Douglas 
Gordon has called "replay culture" when 
refening to his generation of video artists 
from the 1990s, who responded to VCR 
technology and the ability to slow down the 
moving image. According to Kraczon, this 
"still" or "screenshot generation" comprises 
a new moving-image culture taking place, 
in part, via social media, in which "mov
ing images are not only slowed, sped, and 
paused, but also captured and shared stati
cally, in small bursts of video, or through 
the micro-loop of the GIF" 

However, moving-image artists, 
as well as those who take on cinema as 
subject matter, have been practicing 
the deliberate freezing of the moving 
image since long before the advent of the 
Internet, Facebook, or Instagram. From 
at least the 1970s to the present, many 
moving-image artists have turned to 
the artist's book as a way to slow down, 
pause, circulate, and expand commen
tary on their work. 

Early on, before the popularization of 
the VCR, artists used the book as a way to 
represent film and video works through an 
accumulation of still frames. Often with 
minimal text, these works explored the 
book as a time-based medium in and of 
itself By halting the moving image, artists 
were able to expand the space between 
finite moments and let the viewer take 
control-page by page, frame by frame. 
Perhaps the most celebrated examples of 
this are Marcel Broodthaers's A Voyage 
on the North Sea (1973---74) and Michael 
Snow's Cover to Cover(l975). 

A Voyage on the North Sea-a film in 
which the title slides reference pages, as 
well as a book in which page numbers are 
intentionally obscured-zooms in and out 
of a painting of a fishing boat, examining 
the image but also the materiality of the 
canvas and frame. A text in the back of 
the book version urges the reader not to 
cut the pages, leaving it as one extended 
fold without page breaks. The book 
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Cover to Cover speeds through, stringing 
the viewer through a series of continu
ous movements into and out of spaces 
(houses, cars), the recording apparatus 
(the camera), and playback systems (a 
turntable). It contains a meta-commen
tary on the physicality of the book and 
its status as a time-based medium; once 
the eye has grown fixed on the cinematic 
sequence, hands -appear in the photo
graphs to turn the pages and rotate the 
frame. In this sense, the book achieves 
something that a film can't: motion pulls 
forward and backward at the same time. 
Each spread begins in the middle. 

Another book from the same era, 
John Baldessari's Fable: a sentence of thir
teen parts ( with twelve alternate verbs) 
ending in a fable (1977) extends move
ment out in four directions through the 
use of conjoined accordion books. Each 
strip features a sequence of photographs 
of a TV screen with captions, and the 
reader is able to manipulate the sequence 
of text and imagery through folding and 
unfolding sequences onto one another. 

More than two decades later, the 
zoom and pan across space and page 
persists as a trope of the cinematic artist's 
book, as in Kimsooja's Needle Woman 
(2000) and Yoko Ono's Spare Room 
(2003). Needle Woman recreates a perfor
mance by the artist set to the tempo of the 
reader's page turn, as a woman becomes 
lost in a crowd and surfaces again. This 
sequence is achieved with only one image 
at the beginning and another at the end 
of the book; the remaining pages are 
made of transparent acetate that cloud 
the images as they layer up on either side 
of the spine. Though it produces a similar 
illusion of movement, Needl,e Woman is 
the conceptual antithesis of a flip-book, 
necessitating slowness. Spare Room is also 
bookended by a single image, this time 
the view from inside a room, facing a win
dow. Instead of zooming out through the 
window, as one might expect, the image 
instead fractures into pixels---decom
posing and recomposing alongside text 
fragments that weave in and out of Ono's 
thoughts, through her interactions with 
strangers. Perhaps a digital-era revisit-
ing of Michael Snow's well-known 1967 

film Wavelength (the text in the book 
comes from Ono's 1973 record Feeling 
the Space), Spare Room must be read in 
multiple takes and at multiple speeds to 
get the full effect. 

The visual experiments of the '70s 
also gave way to a metaphorical zooming
out, with steady sequencing and move
ment taking a backseat to the dispersion 
of images across the page. Pipilotti Rist's 
a super-subjective pillow case next to a 
mini poster organ (2001) joins together 
discontinuous video stills from one of the 
artist's installations into an accordion
style book, each image paired with song 
lyrics on the reverse. This "poster organ" 
is accompanied by an actual pillowcase 
with a printed image of a hospital near the 
exhibition space, as if to draw the work 
outward into the narrative of the Japanese 
cities Kitakyushu, Kyoto, and Yokohama 
Harbor, in which its footage was captured. 
Rist's book expands her film by allowing 
individual images to spiral out into dia
logue, bringing in the artist's research as 
equally visible. Shezad Dawood's Feature: 
Reconstruction (2008) presents documen
tation of the artist's film of the same name, 
but by revealing its staging: actors getting 
into costume, blue tarps ( used the same 
way as a green screen) positioned in the 
field, footnotes, and e-mail exchanges. 
Likewise, Daria Martin's Sensorium Tests 
(2012) pairs evocative stills from the epon
ymous film with interviews that served as 
source material, essays on media theory 
and mirror neurons, and leafed-in stills 
from cinematic references. 

As the digital image proliferates, 
frames shrink, pile up, overlap, and 
become discontinuous. Uriel Orlow's 
Unmade Film (2014) is the result of a film 
left intentionally in pieces, "transferred to 
the viewer" as a collaborator in its realiza
tion. The two-year research project begins 
with the artist's family history and the vil
lage of Deir Yassin, a Palestinian Arab vil
lage razed by the Jewish military. "Making 
a film would run the danger of creating a 
sense of closure, release, or redemption," 
the book professes. And so it remains a 
book, stills, storyboards, and "voiceover" 
narration scattered about its pages. To 
read the book is to make and unmake the 
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film, like a woman who slips in and out of 
the crowd, or an image that disintegrates, 
only to recompose itself on the other side. 

Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil 
Joreige's The Rumors of the World (2015) 
is an equally complex work. The instal
lation of the same name contains thirty
eight separate films, and the book com
piles the artists' research into Internet 
scams through a process of collecting, 
interviewing, and reenacting. The book 
brings the research for the project into 
the timeline of the work itself, and revels 
in the visuality of the browser. Each char
acter in the narrative is portrayed through 
multiple frames, as a way of representing 
their fragmented stories and parallel lives. 

Perhaps because images now cir
culate so easily on their own separate 
from a larger work, the role of the reader 
holds steadfast. Many recent post-social
media artists' books by moving-image 
makers openly invite text to intersect 
the image, as these works illustrate. Ian 
Cheng's Live Simulations (2015) returns 
to the slow zoom, devoting two thirds of 
its pages to a flip-book-esque sequence of 
almost-imperceptible movement. Cheng's 
work consists of dynamic systems that 
unfold in real time, indefinitely and some
times very slowly. Though the book uses 
the structures of motion, what it really 
delivers is a surprising stillness. 

This, finally, is where the "still gen
eration" comes into play. However, we see 
that despite all of the warped screens and 
open browser tabs, stillness itself isn't so 
new. Moving images have been circulat
ing in their frozen, materialized, anno
tated, and expanded form for almost half a 
century. It's been one long, slow-though 
somewhat discontinuous-zoom. 
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